
LATIN AMERICAN       VS NORTH AMERICAN CULTRE

RELATIONSHIP           TASK-ORIENTED
Relationship-based Task-oriented
Communication must create “feel good” atmosphere Communication must provide accurate information
Individuals vary but society is feeling oriented Individuals may vary but society is logic oriented
In appropriate to talk business upon first arriving at a Efficiency and time are high priorities and taking them seriously
      business meeting or business phone call      is a statement of respect for the other person

GROUP-ORIENTED INDIVIDUALISTIC
I belong, there fore I am I am a self standing person w/ my own identity     
My identity is tied to the group (the tribe, the family, etc) Every individual should have an opinion and can speak for himself
The group protects and provides for me 
Taking initiative w/in the group can be greatly determined Taking initiative in a group is good and expected

by my role
I do not expect to stand alone One must know how to make one’s own decisions
My behavior reflects on the whole group My behavior reflects me and not the whole group
Team members expect direction from the team leader

INDIRECT COMMUNICATION DIRECT COMMUNICATION
It’s all about being friendly Short direct questions show respect and professionalism
A “yes” may not be the answer to your question A “yes” is a “yes” and a “no” is a “no”

but the beginning of a friendly interchange An honest direct answer is information only and doesn’t
Every question is to be phrased as to not offend reflect how the person feels about you

by it’s directness You can say what you think (nicely) and it will usually 
Use a 3rd party for accurate information not be taken personally
Avoid embarrassing people

INCLUSION           PRIVACY
People enjoy group orientation People enjoy having time and space alone
Individuals KNOW they are automatically included People are expected to ask permission to borrow
Possessions are freely used by all Each person is a steward of their own his possessions
It is not desirable to be left to oneself In a community setting it is common to label one’s food,

tools, etc to set them apart from others
It is rude to hold a private conversation or make plans It is acceptable to hold a private conversation or 

that exclude make exclusive plans w/ a few people

SPONTANEOUS HOSPITALITY PLANNED HOSPITALITY                
Hospitality is spontaneous; often without advanced notice Hospitality is taken very seriously and is planned for
Hospitality usually takes care of the needs of the guest The host usually needs advance notice of a visit
The guest pays for nothing Travelers are expected to make their own arrangements other than what
Food and drink are involved is specifically communicated to the host ahead of time
A gift is usually expected If the host plans to pay, they usually will say so

Hospitality is a special occasion, taking the full attention of the host

EVENT-ORIENTED TIME-ORIENTED
Are spontaneous and flexible in their approach to life Are structured in their approach to life
Respond to what life brings Enjoy using time efficiently
Saving time is not as import as experiencing the moment Try to plan their day. Saving time is a value
Recognize that structure is needed in some areas (eg military) Expect events to begin when they are announced
Informal visiting is part of the event Informal chatting happens after the event

HIGH CONTEXT     LOW CONTEXT
Who you are related to is most important What you know is important
Better to overdress than underdress Don’t be offended by casual atmosphere
Give attention to appropriate titles Address people by given names unless others use titles


